
Breakout Session Details

Vasion Suite Overview The Vasion Suite paves the way for digital transformation. In this
session, we will provide an overview for development in the Vasion
suite that will provide Signature, Workflow, Capture, and Content
Management. In addition, we will unveil the multi-tenant version of the
Signature application that is approaching Release.

The MSP Console: Today &
Tomorrow

The MSP Portal is the mechanism for our partners to manage their
customer PrinterLogic instances. In this session we'll be discussing
the recently launched functionality as well as looking at some of the
features planned to be developed during 2022 as well as the vision for
this product

Advanced Security: A Deep Dive Increase the security of your print environment by preventing sensitive
information from sitting on the paper tray, while saving costs by
reducing waste, at the same time. Also securely print across the
internet by utilizing Off-network Printing.

Cost Management: Ensuring costs are managed within an organization is the focus of
Cost Management. It allows the restriction of printing to a specific
quota as well as ensuring that print costs can be applied to the
appropriate clients.

Output Management Maintaining disparate solutions to manage the same print queues for
client and server side printing is an unnecessary burden. With the
introduction of our Epic Connector and LPD Service we can help our
customers to modernize their print architecture and manage it through
a single user interface.

Build a Thriving MSP Practice We will discuss trends in business to help them develop use cases
and sales tactics. Topics will include movement to the cloud, security
(highlighting PrintNightmare), and ROI discussions for the MSP and
customers.

Pricing, Licensing, & Bundles,
Ask Us Anything

We will discuss the evolution of our pricing to fit a SaaS company, and
give insight into how the new bundled pricing will work along with
ways to position the product to help customers win.

Security and Privacy at Vasion Understand Vasion's current security posture and what measures
Vasion is focusing on to secure and protect its customer data and
keep current with data privacy


